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rlne receives a new program in the coming
Congress. Vve must, of course, reach an ac
cord With the Administration and others
working toward strengthening our sea power.
I shall re-introduce the maritime program
that Senator Bartlett, Congressman Garmatz,
Congressman' Downing, Senator Brewster,
and I wrote last year. As you will recall, that
program called for the building of approxi
mately 40 ships a year, a nuciear ship pro
gram, construction differentiai subsidy to the
tramp fleet, operating subsidy for new bUlk
carriers and additionaJ liner operators, tax
deferred reserve funds for the entire fleet,
and a greatiy expanded effort in research and
development. I think we have the basis of a
gOOd program and by introducing it we Will
be able to start moving forward and encour
age the new Administration to formulate its
own proposals. I w1Ji also introduce a.nd we
shall again consider the independent agency
blIl which we. passed last year, but was sub
jected to a pocket veto by President Johnson.

Thus I wouid again affirm my optlmlsm In
the attitude of Congress in the development
of a new maritime program. We shall do our
part both as to the deveiopment of speciflc
proposals and in working with the new Ad
ministration to come to an accord for the
benefit of the entire Merchant Marine.

The third factor to be weighed in anaiyzing
the prospects for a meaningfui revitalization
for the Merchant Marine is that of the atti
tude of maritime labor and management.

I believe that you will not find a single
person who has a good working knowledge of
the Merchant Marine, its relationship to the
Federai Government and the history of ef
forts in recent years to develop a new pro
gram for the fleet who would disagree with
the following statement: It will be virtually
impossible to enact a meaningfui and effec
tive revitalization program for the United
States Merchant Marine in the absence of a
unifieclindustry effort on behalf of any such
program.

Probabiy the most critical factor alfecting
the future of any new maritime program wlIl
be the action of the industry-and in using
that term I include both labor and manage
ment. Only the industry can give Congres
sional maritime leaders the support required
to convince a majority in Congress that major
maritime legislation is warranted and needed
now. As you know, the real problem comes
once you get beyond the relativeiy few men
in Congress who are knowledgeable and in
timately concerned about the future of the
Merchant Marine. Those in Congress who
have no great concern about the Merchant
Marine seem to outnumber those who under
stand the terrible plight of our fleet. All in
Congress are aware to some degree that the
maritlme picture is bleak, but not all share
a conviction that effective remedial action is
now warranted. Until the maritime industry
can present a united political front in sup
port of a maritime proposal that situation
may well continue.

The last few years have been called "the big
push for maritime legislation" by maritime
labor and management. But they must stop
pushing in different directions. Now is the
time, if ever there wlll be a time, that mari
time factors must come together for the
cornmon good of the industry and the nation.
And yet there are already signs that in just
the last few months divisions within the
maritime industry have deepened and that
issues which were in. the background last
year have been brought to the forefront as
a further basis for division.

If the United States, North Vietnam, the
National Liberation Front and South Viet
nam can move from the battlefield to a
negotiating table in Paris, then surely the
various factions .within .• the. maritime .in
dustry can move together in support of a
meaningful ;revitalization. program fol' the
United States Merchant Marine. If we ha,e
reason to hOPtl and QeUeve that the poor and
the rich,the blackl\n4.1;.I).~ 'Wl).ite;,canmove
forward together in tJilli·counhy· to resolve

our domestic problems, then there is no
reason Why various factions of the maritime
industry cannot move forward together in
support of a new maritime program. But that
movement forward must begin with a flrst
step and I wouid hope that that first step
would be a moratorium upon those specific
issues Which now diVide the industry.

I have served some time in the Congress
of the United States and I have seen - this
nation deai with many profound problems.
I am optimistic that we can deai successfUlly
with our maritime problems and am optimis
tic that the maritime industry can show us
the way. We stand ready in Congrees to do all
we can to see that the United States regains
its rightful place upon the seas.

There is one further note that I must add
about a matter which is of special impor
tance to me and I am sure to each of you.
In this coming session in our efforts to re
build the United States Merchant Marine we
wlIl be without the valued skills and service
of our great and dear friend, Bob Bartlett.
His loss has saddened me greatly for the
Congress and the nation have lost a coura
geous and admirable Senator-and I have lost
my friend. The major portion of the last year
of his Ufe was devoted to a strenuous effort
to revitaHze the American Merchant Marine.
I pledge to you that that effort wlII continue.

SENATOR MONDALE COMMENDS
"TOWARD A SOCIAL REPORT"
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, on

January 15, I introduced S. 5, the Full
Opportunity Act of 1969. This measure
calls for the development of a set of
social indicators, and creation of a struc
ture to help public policymakers and the
public at large, see the distance between
where we now are, and achievement of
the goal of full social opportunity.

I firmly believe that someday we will
have both the public policy tools and
the structure S. 5 seeks to create. I also
believe that when the history of this
measure is written, the date January 19
is going to stand out as a kind of turning
point.

For it was on that date that "Toward a
Social Report" was issued by the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare.
This report, the result of 2 years of effort
by experts from many disciplines, rep
resents the first approximation to the
social report discussed in S. 5. "Toward
a Social Report" attempts to measure
where we are in several important
areas-health, social mobility, our phys
ical environment; income and poverty;
public order and safety; learning, science,
and art; and participation and aliena
tion. It also contains a suggestive agenda
for future efforts at social measurement
in the appendix titled, "How Can We Do
Better Social Reporting in the Future?"

The drafters of "Toward a Social Re
port" stress very wisely, I believe, that
their work is by no means offered as a
definitive model upon which future social
reports might be fashioned. The craft of
social indicators and the process of social
reporting which those indicators facili
tate, are both in their infancy. Clearly
more and better social statistics, not
to mention conceptual and statistical
syntheses, will be needed before we can
amass a set of evidence which truly re
ports on the social state of the Nation.

But "Toward a Social Report" is a
valuable and impressive beginning. We
must not stop now. We must do better In
planning our programs for people, and

we simply can not do it without possess
ing more reliable and revealing tools for
public policy analysis. The preliminary
HEW social report has already initiated
some important debate. Examples of this
discussion are a recent editorial in the
New York Times and another in the
Washington Post which discuss the
merits and deficiencies of the substance
and timing of the report.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the RECORD the
introduction to "Toward a Social Re
port," and an article published in the
Minneapolis Tribune.

There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be pIinted in the RECORD,
as follows:

[From the Minneapolis (Minn.) Tribune,
Jan. 20, 1969)

COHEN EXPECTS BROAD SOCIAL-HEALTH REPORT
(By Richard P. Kleeman)

WASHINGTON, D.C.-A social first compre
hensive report on the nation's social health
could be produced within two years, Wllbur
J. Cohen, outgoing secretary of Health, edu
cation and welfare (HEW), said Sunday.

Cohen, who leaves office today, issued a
19B-page report. to President Johnson, who
had asked HEW to develop "yardsticks" for
measuring the nation's social progress-much
as the President's Council of Economic Ad
Visers measures the state of the economy.

In the preliminary report, which Cohen
called "one of the landmark contributions we
have been able to make in this department,"
the known means of measuring progress in·
seven areas are discussed.

The fields selected for Initial study include
health; social mobility and opportunity; the
physical environment; income and poverty;
pUblic order and safety; learning, science and
art, and participation and alienation.

Cohen said he stilI is uncertain as to
whether the best method of deveioplng a
sociai report would be the creation of a
councll of social advisers, as provided in a.
bllI reintroduced last week by Sen. Waiter F.
Mondale, D-Minn., with a score of potent
co-sponsors.

"We concentrated first on whether it was
possible to have a social report," Cohen said.
"We spent two years of work to produce this
preliminary document and come to the con
elusion. that, with two more years of work,
there could be a social report issued."

An alternative to Mondale's proposal, the
secretary added, might be a combined presi
dential council of economic and social ad
visers of perhaps five men-two from one
discipIlne and three from the other.

The document issued by HEW, titled "To
ward a Social Report," was prepared under
the direction of Dr. Mancur Olson, a former
Minnesotan who is HEW deputy assistant
secretary for social indicators.

Born on a Red River Valley farm between
Buxton, N.D., and Climax, Minn., Olson is a
former Princeton University economics pr'O
fessor who joined HEW in July 1967.

TOWARD A SOCIAL REPoaT
(U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Wilbur J. Cohen, Secretary)
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The nation has no comprehensive set of
statistics reflecting social progress or retro
gression. There is no government procedure
for periodic stock taking of the social health
of the nation. The Govenment makes no So
cial Report.

We do have an Economic Report, required
by statute, in which the President and his
Council of Economic Advisors report to the
nation on its economic health. We also have
a comprehensiv~ set of economic indicators
widely thought to be sensitive and reliable.
Statistics on national income and its com-
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ponent parts, on employment and unemploy
ment, on retail and wholesale prices, and on
the balance of payments are co:lected an
nually, quarterly, monthly, sometimes even
weekly. These economic Indicators are
watched by government officials and private
citizens allke as closely as a surgeon watches
a fever chart for Indications of a change in
the patient's condition.

Although nations got along without eco
nomic Indicators for centuries, It Is hard to
Imagine doing without them now. It is hard
to Imagine governments and businesses op
erating without answers to questions which
seem as ordinary as: what Is happening to
retail prices, is national income rising, is un
employment higher In Chicag-o than in De
troit, is our balance of payments Improv
ing?

Indeed, economic Indicators have become
so much a part of our thinking that we have
tended to equate a rising national Income
Viith national well-being. Many are surprised
to find unrest and discontent growing at a
time when national IncOIr-e Is rising so rap
Idly. It seems paradoxical that the economic
Indicators are generally registering continued
progress-rising income, low unemploy
ment--whlle the streets and the newspapers
are full of evidence of growing discontent-
burning and looting In the ghetto, strife on
the campus, crime In the streets, allenatlon
and defiance among the young.

Why have Income and disaffection In
creased at thc same time? One reason Is
that the recent improvement In standards of
living, along with new social legislation, have
generated new expectations-expectations
that have risen faster than reallty. The re
sult has been disappointment and disaffec
tion among a sizeable group of our fellow
citizcns.

It is not misery, but advance, that fosters
hope and raises expectations. The conserva
tism of the destitute Is as profound as that
of the priVileged. If the Negro American did
not protest as much in earlier periods of his
tory as today, it was not for lack of cause,
but for lack of hope. If In earlier periods of
history we had few programs to help the poor,
it was not because they did not exist, but
because society did ,not care and was not
underpress\ue to help the poor. If the col
lege students of the fifties did not protest as
often as thoEe of today, It was not for lack
of evils to condemn, but probably because
expectations and idealism were weaker then.

The correlation between improvement and
disaffection is not new. Alexis de Tocquevllle
observed such a relationship in eighteenth
century France: "The evil which was suf
fered patiently as inevitable, seems unen
durable as soon as the idea of escaping from
it is conceived. All the abuses then removed
seem to throw into greater relief those which
remain, SO that their feeling is more painful.
The eVil, It is true, has become less, but
sensibility to it has become more acute."

Another part of the explanation of the
paradox of prosperity and rising discontent
is clearly that "money Isn't everything."
Prosperity itself brings its own problems.
Congestion, noise, and pollution are by
products of economic growth which make
the world less livable. The large organiza
tions which are necessary to harness modern
technology make the individual feel small
and impotent. The concentration on produc
tion and profit necessary to economic growth
breeds tension, venality, and neglect of "the
finer things."

Why a social report or a set of social
indicators?

Curiosity itself would justify an attempt
to assess the social health of the nation.
l\Iany people want answers to questions l~ke

these: Do children learn more now than they
used to? Are we getting healthier as a Na
tion? How many people are really "alien
ated"? Do people have more satisfying jobs
than they used to? Is crime Increasing? Is
the American dream of "rags to riches" a
reality?

Satisfying curiosity and giving people a
better understanding of what is happening
to the world around them would be reason
enough to attempt a social report, but there
are more important reasons. A social report
or a set of social indicators can improve
public policy-making in at least two ways.
First, it gives social problems more visibility
and thus makes possible more Informed judg
ments about national priorities. Second, by
providing insight Into how different meas
ures of national well-being are changing, it
may ultimately make possible a better eval
uation of what publlc programs are accom
plishing.

The existing situation In areas with which
pUblic policy must deal is often unclear, not
only to the citizenry In general, but to offi
cialdom as well. The normal processes of
journalism and the observations of dally
life do not allow a complete or balanced
view of the condition of the society. Dif·
ferent problems have different degrees of
visibility.

The visibllity of a social problem can de
pend, for example, upon Its "news value" or
potential drama. The nation's progress In
the space race and the need for space re
search get a lot of pUblicity because of the
adventure inherent in manned space explora
tion. Television and tabloid remind us almost
daily of the problems of crime, drugs, riots,
and sexual misadventure. The rate of infant
mortality mJ.y be a gOOd measure of the
condition of a society, but this rate Is rarely
mentioned in the public press, or even per
ceived as a pUblic problem. The experience
of parents (or infants) does not Insure that
the problem of infant mortallty is perceived
as· a social problem; only when we know
that more than a dozen nations have lower
rates of infant mortality than the United
States can we begin to make a valid judg
ment about the condition of this aspect of
American society.

Moreover, some groups In our society are
well organized, but others are not. This
means that the problems of some groups are
articulated and advertised, whereas the prob
lems of others are not. Public problems also
differ in the extent to which they are im
mediately evident to the "naked eye." A
natural disaster or overcrowding of the high
ways will be' immediately obvious. But in
eiIectiveness of an educational system or the
alienation of youth and minority groups is
often evident only when it is too late.

Besides developing measures of the so
cial conditions we care about we also need
to see hew these measures are changing In
response to public programs. If we mount a
major progra:n to provide pre-natal and ma
ternity care for mothers, does infant mor
tality go down? If we channel new resources
into sp.~cial programs for educating poor
children does their performance in school
eventually increase? If we mount a "war on
poverty" wh:lt happens to the number of
poor people? If we enact new regUlations
against the emission of pollutants, does pol
Intion diminish?

These are not easy questions, since all ma
jor social problems are influenced by many
things besides governmental action, and it
is hard to disentangle the different ef
fects of different causal factors. But at least
in the long run evaluation of the effective
ness 'of pUblic programs will be improved if
statistics are available on how Indicators of
social problems are changing.

The present volume is not a social report.
It is a step in the direction of a social re
port and the development of a comprehen
sive set of social indicators.

The report represents an attempt, on the
part of social scientists, to look at several
very important areas and digest What is
known about progress toward generally ac
cepted goals. The areas treated in this way
are health, social mobility, the conl;l.ltion
of the physical environment, inC()me and
poverty, publlc order and safety, and learn
ing, science, and art.

There is also a chapter on participation
in soclal Institutions, but because of the
lack, of measures of improvement or retro
gression In this area, it aspires to do no more
than pose important questions.

Even the chapters included leave many
perhaps most--questions unanswered. We
have measures of death and lllness, but no
measures of physical vigor or mental health.
We have measures of the level and distribU
tion of income, but no measures of the sat
Isfaction that income brings. We have meas
ures of air and water pollution, but no way
to tell Whether our environment is, on bal
ance, becoming uglier or more beautiful. We
have some clues about the test performance
of children, but no information about their
creativity or attitUde toward intellectual en
deavor. We have often spoken of the condi
tion of Negro Americans, but have not had
the data needed to report on Hispanic Amer
icans, American Indians, or other ethnic
minorities.

If the nation Is to be able to do better
social reporting in the future, and do jus
tice to all of the problems that have not
been treated here, it will need a Wide va
riety of information that is not available
now. It will need not only statistics on ad
ditional aspects of the condition of the na
tion as a Whole, but also information on
different groups of Americans. It wlll need
more data on the aged, on youth, and on
women, as well as on ethnic minorities. It
will need information not only on. objective
conditions, but also on how different groups
of Americans perceive the conditions in
which they find themselves.

We shall now summarize each of these
chapters In turn.

Health and illness
There have been dramatic Increases In

health and life expectancy in the twentieth
century, but they have been mainly the result
of developments Whose immediate effect has
been on the younger age groups. The ex
pectancy of life at birth in the United States
has Increased from 47.3 years at the turn of
the century to 70.5 years in 1967, or by well
over 20 years. The number of expected years
of life remaining at age five have increased
by about twelve years, and that at age 25
Hbout nine years, but that at age 65 not even
three years. Modern medicine and standards
of living have evidently been able to do a
great deal for the young, and especially the
very young, but not so much for the old.

This dramatic Improvement had slowed
down by the early fifties. Since then it has
been difficult to say Whether our health and
life status have been Improving or not. Some
diseases are becoming less common and oth
ers are becoming more common; and life ex
pectancy has changed rather little. We can
get some idea Whether or not there has been
Improvement on balance from figures on the
"cxpectancy of healthy life" (i.e., the life
expectancy free of bed-disablllty and insti
tutlonalizatlon). The expectancy of healthy
life at birth seems to have Improved a trifle
since 1957, the first year for which the needed
data are available, but certainly not as much
as the Improvements In medical knowledge
and standards of living might have led us to
hope.

The American people have almost certainly
not exploited all of the potential for better
health Inherent in existing medical knowl
edge and standards of living. This Is sug
gested by the fact that Negro Americans have
on the average about seven years less expec
tancy of healthy life than whites, and the
fact that at least fifteen nations have longer
life expectancy at birth than we do.

Why are we not as healthy as we could be?
There is some evidence that styles of life
(smoking, overeating, etc.) are important,
and other evidence Which suggests that
socioeconomic deprivation and the uneven
distribution of medical care are also an
important part of the problem.

Though the passage of Medicare legislation
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has assured many older Americans that they
can afford the medical care they need, the
steps to improve the aCC2ES to medical care
for the young have been much less extensive.

The nation's system of fin~nclng medical
care also provides an Incentive for the rela
tive underuse of preventive, as opposed to
curative and ameliorative care. Medical in
surance may reilnb'urse a patient for the hos
pital care he gets, but not always for the
checkup that might have leept him well.

The emphasis on curative care means that
hospitals are sometimes used when some less
Intensive form of care would do as well. This
overuse of hospitals is one of tlie factors
responsible for the extraordinary increases
in the price of hospitaL care.

Between June 1967 and June 1968, hos
pital daily service charges Increased by 12
percent, and in the previous twelve months
they Increased by almos~ 22 percent. Physi
cians' fees have not Increased as much-they
rose by 5Y, percent between June 1967 and
June 19S8-but they still rose more than the
general price level. Medical care prices In the
aggregate rose by about 6 percent in this
period, and by more than 7 percent In the
previous year.

Social mobility
The belief that no individual should be

denied the opportunity to better his condl
tlon because of the circumstances of his birth
contlnues to be one of the foundation stones
in the structure of American values. But Is
the actual degree of opportunity and social
mobility as great now as It has been?

It was possible to get a partial answer to
this questlon from a survey which asked a
sample of American men about their fathers'
usual occupations as well as about their own
job characteristics. Estimates based on these
data suggest that opportunity to rise to an
occupation with a higher relative status has
not been declining In recent years, and might
even have Increased slightly. They also show
that by far the largest part of the variatlon
in occupational status was explained by
factors other than the occupation of the
father.

These encouraging findings, In the face of
many factors that everyday observation sug
gest must limit opportunity, are probably
due In part to the expansion of educational
opportunities. There Is some tendency for
the sons of those of high education and status
to obtain mere education than others (an
extra year of schooling for the father means
on tlle average an extra .3 or .4 of a year of
education for the son), and this additional
educatlon brings somewhat higher occupa
tional status on the average. However, the
variations in education that are not explained
by the socioeconomic status of the father,
and the effects that these variations have on
occupational status are much larger. Thus,
on balance, increased education seems to
have increased opportunity and upward
mobillty.

There is one dramatic exception to the
finding that opportunity Is generally avail
able. The opportunity of Negroes appears to
be restricted to a very great extent by cur
rent race discrimination and other factors
specifically related to race. Though it Is true
that the average adult Negro comes from a
family With a lower socioeconomic status
than the average White, and has had fewer
years of schooling, and that these and other
"background" factors reduce his Income, it
does not appear to be possible to explain
anything like all of the difference in income
between blacks and whites In terms of such
background factors. After a variety of back
ground factors that impair the qualifications
of the average Negro are taken into account,
there remains a difference in income of over
$1,400 .that is ditl1cult to explain without
reference to current discrimination. So is the
fact that a high status Negro is less likely
to be able to, pass his status on to his son
than is a high status: white. A number of
other.studiea.tend:.to add;.to the. evidence

that there is continuing discrimination in
employment, as does the relationship be
tween Federal employment and contracts
(with their equal opportunity prOVisions)
and the above-average proportion of Negroes
in high status jobs.

The implication of all this is that the
American commitment to opportunity is
within sight of being honored in the case of
whites, but that it Is very far indeed from
being honored for the Negro. In addition to
the handicaps that arise out of history and
past discrimination, the Negro also continues
to obtain less reward for his qualifications
than he would If he were white.

The physical environment
This chapter deals With the pollution of

the natural environment, and with the man
made physical environment provided by our
housing and the structure of our cities.

Pollution seems to be many problelllS in
manyplaces--air pollution in some commu
nitles, water pollution in others, automobile
junk yards and other solid wastes in still
other places. Tying these seemingly disparate
problems together is a basic principle of pol
lution and waste disposal.

The total weight of materials taken into
the economy from nature must equal the
total weight of materials discharged as wastes
plus any addition to inventories. This means
that, given the level and composition of the
resources used by the economy, the degree
of reCYCling, and the level of Inventories, any
reduction In one form of waste discharge
must be accompanied by an increase In the
discharge of some other kind of waste. For
example, some air pOllution can be prevented
by washing out the particles-but this can
mean water pollution, or alternatively solid
wastes.

Since the economy does not destroy the
matter it absorbs there will be a tendency for
the pollution problem to increase with the
growth of population and economic activity.
In 1965 the transportation system In the
United States produced 76 million tons of five
major pollutants. If the transportation tech
nology used does not greatly change, the
problem of air pollution may be expected to
rise with the growth in the number of auto
mobiles, airplanes, and so on. Similarly. the
industrial sector of the economy has been
growing at about 4Y, percent per year. This
suggests that, if this rate of growth were to
continue, industrial production would have
Increased ten-fold by the year 2020, and that
In the absence of new methods and policies,
industrial wastes would have risen by a like
proportion.

The chapter presents some measures of air
and water pollution indicating that unsatIs
factorily high levels of pollution exist in
many places. There can be little doubt that
pollutlon is a significant problem already,
and that this Is an area in which, at least in
the absence of timely reporting and Inte1l1
gent policy, the condition of society can all
too easily deteriorate.

As we shift perspective from the natural
en,Ironment to the housing that shelters us
from it, we see a more encouraging trend.
The physical quality of the housing In the
country Is ilnprovlng steadi1y, In city center
and suburb alike. In 1960,84 percent of the
dwelllng units in the country were descrIbed
as "structurally sound," in 1966, this per
centage had risen to 90 percent. In center
cities the percentage had risen from 80 per
cent in 1960 to 93 percent In 1966. In 1960,
12 percent of the natIon's housing supply was
"overcrowded," by the standard of 1.01 or
more person per room. In 1950, 16 percent
of the nation's housing had been overcrowded
by the same standard.

The principal reason for this improvement
was the increased per capita Income and
demand for housing. About llY, million new
housing units were started in the United
States between 1960 and 1967, and the figures
on the declining proportions of structurally

unsound and overcrowded dwellings, even in
central cities (as well as other factors)
suggest that this new construction increased
the supply of housing available to people
at all income levels.

Even though the hOUSing stock is Improv
Ing, racial segregatIon and other barriers
keep many AmerIcans from moving Into the
housing that is being built or vacated, and
deny them a share In the. benefits of the
nation's improving. housing supply.

Income and poverty
In terms of Income and wealth, the United

States is unrivalled in the world. The Gross
National Product will reach nearly $850
billion this year. The United States outranks
its nearest competitor (Sweden) in GNP
by about $1,000 per person.

Personal income in the United states has
Increased to an' extraordinary extent in this
century. Even after allowing for popula
tion growth and the changing value of
money, it has quadrupled.

Generally speaking, however, the distribu
tion of income In the United States has re
mained practically unchanged over the last
20 years. Although the distribution of in
come has been relatively stable, the rise In
income levels has meant that the number of
persons below the poverty line has declined.
The poor numbered 40 million in 1960 and
26 million in 1967.

A continuation of present trends, how
ever, would by no means eliminate poverty.
The principal cause of the decline has been
an increase in earnings. But some of the
poor are unable to work because they are too
young, too old, disabled or otherwise pre~

vented from doing so. They would Ilot be
directly helped, therefore, by increased levels
of wages and earnings In the economy as a
whole. Moreover, even the working poor w1ll
continue to account for a substantial num
ber of persons by 1974: about 5 million by
most recent estimates. Tills latter group is
not now generally eligible for Income sup
plementation.

The nation's present system of Income
maintenance Is badly in need of reform.
It Is inadequate to the needs of those who
do receive aid and millions of persons are
omitted altogether.

This chapter concludes with an analysis of
eXisting programs and a discussion of new
proposals which have been put forward In
recent years as solutions to the welfare
crisis.

Public order and safety
The concern about public order and safety

In the United States is greater now than It
has been in some time.

The compilations of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation show an Increase in major
crimes of 13 percent In 1964, 6 percent In
1965, 11 percent In 1966, and 17 percent In
1967. And stUdies undertaken for the Presi
dent's Crime Commission in 1965 indicate
that several times as many crimes occur as
are reported.

Crime is concentrated among the poor.
Both its perpetrators and its victIms are more
likely to be residents of the poverty areas of
central cities than of suburbs and rural
areas. Many of those residents In the urban
ghettoes are Negroes. Negroes have much
higher arrest rates than Whites, but it is
less widely known that Negroes also have
higher rates of victimization than Whites of
any Income group.

Young people commit a disproportionate
share of crimes. Part of the recent increase
In crime rates can be attributed to the
growing proportion of young people in the
population. At the same time, the propen
sity of youth to crilne appears to be in
creasing.

Fear of apprehension and punishment un
dOUbtedly deters some crime. The cr1me rate
drops with much more intensive policIng. But
crime and disorder tend to center among
young people In ghetto areas, where the pros
pects for legitimate and socially useful s.c-
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tivity are poorest. It seems unlikely that
harsher punishment, a strengthening of pub
lic prosecutors, or more pollce can, by them
selves, prevent either individual crime or
public disorder. The Objective opportunities
for the poor, and their attitudes toward the
police and the law, must also change before
the problems can be solved.

Learning, science, and art
The state of the nation depends to a great

degree on how much our children learn, and
on what our scientists and artists create.
Learning, discovery, and creativity are not
only valued in themselves, but are also re
sources that are important for the nation's
future.

In view of the importance of education, it
mIght be supposed that there would be
many assessments of what or how much
American children learn. But this is not in
fact the case. The standard sources 'of educa
tional statistiCs give us hundreds of pages on
the resources used for schooling, but almost
no information at all on the extent to which
these resources have achieved their purpose.

It is possible to get some insight into
whether American children are learning more
than children of the same age did earlier
from a variety of achievement tests that are
given throughout the country, mainly to
judge individual students and classes. These
tests suggest that there may have been a
significant improvement in test score per
formance of children since the 1950's.

When the chapter turns to the learning
and education of the poor and the disad
vantaged, the results are less encouraging.
Groups that suffer social and economic
deprivation systematically learn less than
those who have more comfortable back
grounds. Even when they do as well on
achievement tests, they are much less likely
to go on to college.

Of those high school seniors who are in
the top one-fifth in terms of academic ability,
95 percent will ultimately go on to college
if their parents are in the top socioeconomic
quartile, but only half of the equally able
students from the bottom socioeconomic
quartile will attend college. Students from
the top socioeconomic quartile are five times
as likely to go to graduate school as com
parably able students from the bottom socio
economic quartile.

It is more difficult to assess the state of sci
ence and art than the learning of American
youth. But two factors nonetheless emerge
reasonably clearly. One is that American sci
ence is advancing at a most rapid rate, and
appears to be doing very well in reiation to
other countries. The nation's "technoiogical
balance of payments," for example, suggests
that we have a considerable lead over other
countries in technological knOW-how.

The other point that emerges with reason
able clarity is that, however vibrant the cul
tural life of the nation may be, the live cr
performing arts are in some financial diffi
culty. Since there is essentially no increase in
productivity in live performances (it will
always take four musicians for a quartet).
and increasing productivity in the rest of the
economy continually makes earnings in the
society rise, the relative cost 'Of live per
formances tends to go up steadily. This can
be a significant problem, at least in those
cases where a large number of live per
formances is needed to insure that promising
artists get the training and opportunity they
need to realize their full potential.

Participation and alienation: What we
need to learn

Americans are concerned, not only about
progress along the dimensions that have so
f~r been described, but also about the spe
CIal functions that our political and social
institutions perform. It matters whether
goa1s have been achieved in a 'democratic or
a totalitarian way, and whether the group
relationships in our society are harmonious
and satisfying.

Unfortunately, the data on the per-

formance of our political and social institu
tions is uniquely scanty. The chapter on
"Participation and Alienation" cannot even
hope to do much more than ask the right
questions. But such questioning is aiso of use,
for it can remind us of the range of con
siderations we should keep in mind when
setting public policy, and encourages the
collection of the needed data in the future.

Perhaps the most obvious function that we
expect our institutions to perform is that of
protecting our individual freedom. Individ
ual liberty is not only important in itself,
but also necessary to the viability of a
democratic political system. Freedom can be
abridged not only by government action, but
also by the social and economic ostracism
and discrimination that results from popu
lar intolerance. There is accordingly a need
for survey data that can discern any major
changes in the degree of tolerance and in
the wlllingness to state unpopular points of
view, as well as information about the legal
enforcement of constitutional guarantees.

Though liberty gives us the scope we need
to achieve our individual purposes, it does
not by itself satisfy the need for congenial
social relationships and a sense of belong
ing. The chapter presents evidence which
suggests (but does not prove) that at least
many people not only enjoy, but also need,
a clear sense of belonging, a feeling of at
tachment to some social group.

There is evidence for this conjecture in
the relationship between family status,
health, and death rates. In general, married
people have lower age-adjusted death rates,
lower rates of usage of facilities for the
mentally ill, lower suicide rates, and prob
ably also lower rates of alcoholism than
those who have been widowed, divorced, or
remained single. It is, of course, possible
that those who are physically or mentally
ill are less likely to find marriage partners,
and that this explains part of the correla
tion. But tl1e pattern of results, and especial
ly the particularly high rates of those who are
widowed, strongly suggest that this could
not be the whole story.

There are also fragments of evidence which
suggest that those wl10 do not normally
belong to voluntary organizations, cohesive
neigl1borhoods, families, or other social
groupings probably tend to have somewhat
higher levels of "alienation" than other
.I'.rnericans.

Some surveys suggest that Negroes, and
whites with high degrees of racial prejudice,
are more likely to be alienated than other
Americans. This, in turn, suggests that
alienation has some. importance for the co
hesion of American society, and that the
extent of group participation and the sense
of community are important aspects of the
condition of the nation. If this is true, it
follows that we need much more informa
tion about these aspects of the life of our
society.

It is a basic precept of a democratic society
that citizens should have equal rights in
the political and' organizational life of the
society. Thus there is also a need for more
and better information about the extent to
which all Americans enjoy equality before the
law, equal francWse, and fair access to pub
lic services and utllities. The growth of
large scale, bureaucratic organizations, the
difficulties many Americans (especially those
with tl1e least education and confidence)
have in dealing with such organizll-tions, and
the resulting demands for democratic par
ticipation make the need for better informa
tion on this problem partiCUlarly urgent.

Though almost all Americans want prog
ress along each of the .dimensions of well
being discussed in this Report, the nation
cannot make rapid progress along all of
them at once. That would take more re
sources tl1an we have. The nation must decide
which objectives should have the higher
priorities, and choose the most efficient
pro!?rams for attaining these objectives.
SOCIal reporting cannot make the hard

choices the nation must make any easier,
but ultimately it can help to insure that they
are not made in ignorance of the nation's
needs.

POWERPLANT SITE SELECTION
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, for some

time I have been concerned with the en
vironmental impact' of large thennal
powerplants, whether powered by nu
clear or fossil fuels. Their size, increas
ing number and potential influence on
our environment make it imperative that
we select the sites for such plants with
great care to reduce the potential dam
age from such plants to an absolute min
imum.

The Power Plant Site Selection Report
from the Office of Science and Technol
ogy, released on January 5, is one of the
most significant joint reports on en
vironmental problems prepared by gov
ernment agencies. It provides a factual
basis for evaluation of the dimensions of
those problems, and it offers a sensible
and effective series of recommendations
for meeting them. If those recommenda
tions are followed, we need not "lock the
barn door after the horse has been
stolen" by correcting environmental
damage after it has been caused by large
powerplants.

The agreement by the several agencies
on the recommendations contained in
the report should make it easier for us
to enact requirements for site selection
and planning procedures for those plants
coming under the jurisdiction of Federal
agencies, and for States to develop sim
ilar procedures. The Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments passed by the
Senate last year incorporated such pro
cedures with reference to plants licensed
authorized or assisted by Federal activi~
ties.

These procedures are again included
in S. 7, the Water Quality Improvement
Act of 1969, and I intend to press for en
actment. I also intend to offer legisla
tion later in this session which will fol
low the guidelines of this report in set
ting comprehensive standards to assist
the energy-producing industries of our
country in determining the sites of their
new installations.

This report effectively stresses the
broad and urgent nature of the prob
lem. I ask unanimous consent that the
"Background and Highlights of the Re
port" be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CHAPTER II. PHYSICAL REQUffiEMENTS OF SITE

INTRODUCTION

The siting of thermal electric generation
plants has grown more complex witl1 each
passing decade. As the sizes of generators,
boilers, and associated equipment have grown
the problems of site location have increased.

The future requirements for electrical en
ergy and the trends in recent years with
regard to power plant sizes places greater em
phasis on the problems of plant location. The
present-day concepts of large fossil-fired
plants will be met With greater problems of
air and water quality control as an increas
ing number of plants are constructed across
our Nation. The increased use of nuclear
power plants will help to alleviate the prob
lems of maintaining control of ail' qualltv
but will tend t<l aggravate the control of
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thermal releases to sources of cooling water.
The present emphasis on beautification and
aesthetics of the power plant, transmission
lines, and surrounding area wlll be continued
and wiII present additional challenges in se
lecting and developing power plant sites.

The same features that make a site ideally
suited for a generating plant also. make it
well suited for the development of an indus
trial plant. Large industries usually require
substantial land areas and provisions for fU
ture expansion are frequently taken care of
in the initial site acquisition. Some plants
must be located near a highway, rallroad,
and/or body of water for barge transportation
and a source of process water. Therefore,
many good generating plant sites are being
developed by industries or are being acquired
by them for future development; and com
petition for choice waterfront sites often
occurs.

The Increasing use of waterfront sites for
recreation purposes has led to competition
between industrial developers, recreation
project developers, and power plant site de
velopers for the better waterfront sites. A
prime objective in overall planning for the
Nation's needs must be to see that the rapidly
dwindllng supply of good waterfront sites is
used to the utmost advantage. It is evident
that as time progresses the Nation's ever
expanding popUlation Is going to be reqUired
to live, work, and play closer and closer to
gether and that generating plants will be
part of that more crowded scene. Generating
plants must be developed in such a manner
as to make them good neighbors in aU re
spects-worthy additions to the landscape
and the environment as they produce the
power so essential to continued economic
growth and national progress.

SITE LOCATION

Proximity to load centers
The economics of locating thermal electric

generating plants near load centers is under
going very rapid change. The requirements
With regard to air quality control and
aesthetics of the plant and the surrounding
area place greater restraints on the develop
ment of plant sites located near load centers.
Thus far, most nuclear plants have been lo
cated some distance from popUlation centers,
but it is expected that as more experience
is gained in the design, constructIon and
operation of nuclear plants the use of loca
tions nearer popuiation centers is probable.

Location of coal- or oll-fired plants near
concentrations of popUlation is being met
With greater opposition as people are becom
ing more concerned abou~ air quality. The
future use of coal- and oil-fired plants will
require greater Investments for electrostatic
precipitators, as well as for means of con
troll1ng sulfur dioxide and other gases dis
charged from the stack.

The modern power plant uses large
amounts of water for dissipation of the heat
rejected. Large fossil-flred plants normally
require condenser flows of about 0.8 to 1.2
cfs per mw of capacity while light water nu
clear plants of the same output require half
again as much. The control of heat rejected
to lakes and streams by power plants has be
come a problem of increasing magnitUde as
power plants have grown in size and other
uses of our lakes and streams have increased.
Lakes and streams near large cities are used,
among other things, for transportation, in
dustrial processes, recreation, municipal
water supplies, and sewage disposal. As our
population has grown and the water oriented
industries, as well as electric power plants,
have increased in number and in size, the
varied uses of the lakes and streams have
Increased as have the demands for "clean
ing up" theboQies of water.

Highway, rail, water access
Good highway access is mandatory for

large modern stations. The highway Will pro
vIde access for plant construction and opera
tion, and depending on development of ra1l

and/or water access, may serve for delivery
of all or part of construction and operation
materials. and equipment and fuel. The
standards for the highway will depend on
weight, type, and volumes of tramc to be
handled.

Rail or water access is very desirable for
delivery of heavy equipment and for fuel (ex
cept at some nuclear. plants, coal-fIred mine
mouth plants and at gas- and oil-fired plants
served by pipellne) and Where feasible, use
of both usually is economical. Water access
is especially desirable for delivery of large
shop-fabricated and assembled reactor ves
sels, although field assembly is becoming
more common. The standards for the rail
road and docking facllities will depend on
the volume of material to be handled.

If coal is to be delivered by rail or water
(or both). major consideration must be
given to waterfront or to rail facllities. Dally
coal requirements of large modern stations
demand careful coordination of the design
of coal-receiving facllities, both for emciency
of operation and effect on freight charges
resulting from delay in return of cars or
barges to the carrier.

The cost of the access highway and raIl
road and the distance between the site and
a principal public highway or railroad must
be evaluated In site selection along With
other factors.

Foundations
One of the most important factors in

choosing a site is to determine that geologi
cal conditions are such that a· satisfactory
foundation for the plant structures is avail
able.

The selection of a site should conSider the
presence Of faUlting which could present
foundation problems, such as instability of
rock foundation during an earthquake or the
necessity for extensive excavation due to
crushed and broken rock. Preferably a site
should have no active faults. Possible cost
variations due to differences in foundation
conditions must be carefuily evaluated.

Meteorology
The relationship of meteorology to the

physical requirements of siting an electric
generating plant is an important consid
eration, especially in designing the air pOl
lution control features of the plant. Meteoro
logical parameters should be identified on a
seasonal and annual basis from measure
ments made at the site or from representa
tive data recorded at nearby points. The fre
quency and severity of such phenomena as
tornadoes, hurricanes, thunderstorms, Ice
storms, and sandstorms should be estimated
using the environmental science data records
for the area. The design standards for the
plant and its associated equipment should re
flect the effects of this meteorological in
formation. The problem is discussed in detail
in Chapter IV dealing with air pollution.

Hydrology
Flooding.-Unless the site area is diked

for protection, plant grade for all plants
should be set above the elevation of the
greatest flood that may reasonably be ex
pected based on actual storm and flood rec
ords and observations.

Security oj cooling water source.-The
cooling water source for all types of thermal
plants should be made dependable for. all
conditions in whIch the plant is expected to
continue operation. For a nuclear plant (see
Ch. nI), a dependa.ble source of cOOling
water continues to be needed (although of a
lesser amount) While the plant is not in op
eration to remove. decay heat from the reac
tor. In addition, a source of cooling water
for emergency reactor shutdown must be
assured.

Thermal quality oj water source.-Data
on stream flows, temperatures, stratiflcation
and depths must be obtained and evaluated
With an economical condenser size and pump
ing facilltles to ensure that the tempera.
ture of the body of water receiVing the cool
ing water discharge will not exceed the ther-

mal criterIa adopted by the governing regu
latory authority (State and/or Federal) de
scribed in Chapter V.

Fuel supply
An essential item to be considered In se

lecting a site for a generating plant is the
availability of an adequate supply of com
petitively priced fuel for the life 01 the plant.
The location of a nuclear plant presents no
problems in this respect because of the min
imal transportation cost of nuclear fuel. Oll
and gas-fIred plants are usually located
where ample supplies are available on a com
petitive basis for the life of the plant. A new
plant relying on gas will need long-term con
tracts to assure competitive fuel costs.

Coal-fired plants are usually located so that
more than one flelo. can be considered as a
source of fuel for the plant site. The suc
cessful operation of unit trains on fast
schedUles and in some cases movements of
coal by barge to power plants over long dis
tances enables coal deposits at some distance
from the site to be considered as alternate
sources for the plant. The present ano.
projected future availablllty of coal and Its
cost delivered to the plant Will, of course, be
a major factor in the final measure of the
attractiveness of a site.

The location of a power plant at a mine
mouth site or at a location where the trans
portation facilities are capable of delivering
coal from only one coal field can jeopardize
the future price for coal delivered to the
plant. Under such conditions, long-term con
tracts for the coal supply which are entered
into While alternate sites are still bein'" con
sidered, may be the only means of obtai~inga
coal supply at a reasonable cost.
Effect oj plant and transmission line appear

ance on surrounding areas
In site selection it is essential that proper

consideration be given to the impact of the
plant on the appearance of the surrounding
area as well as the impact of the transmission
lines that must radiate from the plant.

Technology of underground transmission
has not yet been developed to the point Where
it is practical for transmitting large blocks
of power over long distances. Research in
underground transmission is· underway but
no technological breakthrough is in sight.

Much work has been done in the field of
improving the appearance of overhead trans
mission lInes and the results are encouraging.
Examples include the tower design produced
by Henry Dreyfuss & Associates for the
Edison Electric Institute. These designs, as
well as other attractive ones, are judged to
be more applIcable to distribution and sub
transmission voltages. Economic considera
tions and the large size of EHV towers needed
for mechanical strength and electrictl clear
ances handicap the designer in his attempts
to Incorporate pleasing appearance.

Amenities jor employees
Power plant personnel have increased

desires for comforts and convenIences with
each passing decade. Increases in our stand
ard of living have made it possible for em
ployees to have better housing with many
comforts and conveniences. Also, the em
ployees desire modern educational faclllties
for their children and recreation faclllties for
families and employee groups. Shopping cen
ters to prOVide for the family's needs are ex
pected to be available in the community
where the family resides. When selecting a
plant site, the facilities available for employ
ees within commuting distance of the site
should be considered. The rural development
opportunities are dIscussed in detail in
ChapterVU.

Taxes
While taxes may not directly affect the

"physical requirements" of a site, the taxing
polIcies of the State and local governments
ha.ve consIderable infiuence on the economics
of bulldIng a generating plant in one loca.tion
as compared to another. Also, the tax1ng
policies may exert different levels of infiuence
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for a private plant developer as opposed to a
plant being developed by a publ1c body or
organization.

DANGER TO WILDLIFE FROM OFF
SHORE OIL EXPLORATION AND
PRODUCTION
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, the oil

slick off the coast of California that is
killing birds and aquatic life and en
dangering other resources, graphically
points up the dangers of offshore oil
exploration and production.

I think we are fortunate that Secre
tary of the Interior Walter J. Hickel said
during the hearing before the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs on the
confirmation of his nomination that he
fully realizes the dangers inherent in
some oil-drilling operations. For exam
ple, Mr. Hickel said he would not allow
opening of the Arctic National Wildlife
Range to oil production without express
orders to do so by Congress or the Senate
Interior Committee. He also said that he
had vetoed a law against building of off
shore oil-drilling platforms in Bristol
Bay because he could provide stronger
enforcement against pollution of that
bay by administrative methods than he
could through the State law that he
vetoed.

Mr. Hickel said at the hearing that he
feels "very, very strongly" about the
need for pollution control both on the
surface and under the water. They have
had that problem in other offshore areas
of Alaska, Mr. Hickel said, and he cer
tainly does not want to see it happen in
Bristol Bay.

I invite the attention of the Senate
to the wisdom of those words, and I
think the unfortunate consequences that
have occurred in connection with the
offshore well drilled by Union Oil Co. of
California amply demonstrate problems
that could occur in other areas, such as
Alaska. Union Oil Co. is involved in oil
operations in Alaska. In fact, Mr. Hick
el may know some of the executives of
Union Oil Co., since It is a coowner of
the gas fields from which Anchorage
Natural Gas Co. obtained its gas to dis
tribute to the people of Anchorage. Mr.
Hickel was one of the owners of Anchor
age Natural Gas. So we are fortunate to
have as our Secretary of the Interior a
man who not only realizes the problems
of offshore oil drilling, but who may
know some of the personnel of the com
pany involved in the California offshore
problem.

I see by the newspapers that Union
Oil Co. officials blame the oil slick in
California on the fact that there is
a faultline along that area which al
lowed the oil to escape. There also are
faultlines in Alaska, which experienced
an earthquake of major proportions in
1964. Oil dlilling in Bristol Bay, or other
waters off Alaskan shores, could en
counter the same misfortunes that have
occurred off the California coast.

Mr. Hickel's nomination hearing rec
ord includes an exchange of letters be
tween the Western Oil & Gas Association
amI former Secretary of the Interior,
Stewart L. Udall. In his letter Mr. Udall
said he was concerned about oil pollu-

tion in Cook Inlet, along the Alaska
sbore, and about tbe possibilities of simi
lar pollution in planned oil exploration
in the Gulf of Alaska and Bristol Bay.
He pointed out that those areas areim
portant to commercial fisheries and to
wildlife. As Mr. Udall said:

Nowheri! else on the North American con
tinent does the prospect of pollution from
oil development pose such overwhelming
threats to birds and other wildllfe and to
fishery resources.

One "gusher," one wrecked tanker, one
broken pipeline, or one large Epill-accl
dental or not-co:.Ild cause long bsting
damage-

Mr. Udall said.
In fact, no oil exploratory or development

work should st<:rt In that area until the in
dustry can assure that Its operations will be
carried out without polluting the environ
ment :md without d:l:naging fiEh and other
aquatic rewurces.

Mr. Harry Morrison, vice president
and general manager of the \Vestern Oil
& Gas Association, replied that Mr. Udall
should not be concerned about such pos
sibilities. Mr. Morrison wrote:

You mention the possibility of a "gusher."
You, of course, know our operQtors use blow
out p,eventers on drilling w"lls and fail-safe
shut-off devices on producing wells.

I think the experience of Union Oil
Co., a member of the Western Oil & Gas
Association, and the experience of many
citizens of California and the United
States, and especially the experience of
many birds and aquatic animals, demon
strates that "fail safe" is far from that
as far as offshore oil drilling goes, and
that former Secretary Udall's concern
about offshore oil exploration was well
foundl;d.

Every duel, hunter in the Pacific fly
way, and every beneficiary of the major
industry that migratory bird hunting has
become, has a stake in this matter. Oil
pollution in Bristol Bay will endanger
a vast natural and economic resource.
Commercial and sports fishermen also
are looking at the California situation
and visualizing the damage that it could
wreak on our wildlife resources in the
Western States should we have such an
occurence in Alaska. The hearing record
also includes a description of the vast
part that Bristol Bay plays in our wildlife
resources.

We are fortunate, I think, to have as
our new Secrehry of the Interior a man
who is on record as saying that he shares
the attitude that surface and underwater
pollution should not be permitted. We
are fortunate that we can look to his
leadership in seeing that our wildlife re
sources will be protected.

FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT
OF 1969

Mr. YIILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, I am most happy to join with
the s·,mior Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
PROXr.IIRE) in sponsoring the Fair Credit
Reporting Act of 1969. This most impor
tant legislation will close a· growing gap
in our Nation's consumer protection
laws. At the same time It will also Insure
the right of privacy to all of our citizens
in the field of credit l·eporting.

This legislation is not intended to place
undue burdens on legitimate credit bu
reaus. Its only purpose is to insure fair
and equitable credit reporting. This bill
will allow credit bureaus to continue the
gathering and supplying of data which
is essential for fair and just credit rat
ings. However, such information may
only be disseminated where there is a
legitimate business purpose involved-a
practice which unfortunately has not
been followed by some credit bureaus. In
addition, this proposed legislation would
require notification to individuals re
ceiving adverse credit ratings. Opportu
nity would then be allowed for the sub
mission of explanatory material and for
the correction of any inaccuracies. This
right of rebuttal is an inherent one under
our traditions of fair piay and juris
prudence. Presently, there are far too
many cases. where adverse credit reports
cause irreparable harm to the individual
without his being afforded the opportu
nity to answer the charges, correct inac
curacies or in some cases to even know
that such a report has been issued.

The growth of the credit bmeau in
dustry has increased at a spectacular
rate over the last decade. By 1967 credit
bureaus maintained files on more than
110 million individuals-a :figure which
has undoubtedly increased over the last
2 years. Obviously, the collecting of
credit data has become a major industry
which affects all segments of our na
tional economy.

The primary function of a credit bu
reau is to collect information about in
dividuals so that banks, insurance com
panies, retail merchants and other po
tential creditors can decide whether to
extend or withhold credit. In performing
this function credit bureaus undoubtedly
performs a much need2d se~·vice. How
ever, when inaccurate or erroneous data
is supplied, great harm may result. In
addition to the use made of this infor
mation by priv"te lenders, the Federal
Housing Administration uses private
credit b~reau reports to ascertain eligi
bility of mortgage applicants. Federal
and State agencies use similar sources in
order to mc~ke preemployment checks on
job alJplicants. The accuracy of these
reports is, the;'efore, a matter of serious
concern to all of our Nation's citizens.

Perhaps the most sel'ious problem
arising from the use of credit bureau in
formation is the individual's basic right
to privacy. Credit reports often contain
highly personal and sensitive informa
tion. Credit data may Include facts as
to the individual's personal history, mar
riages and divorces, personal sexual
habits, as well as general data concern
ing family and friends. The results
arising from inaccurate reporting or the
unauthorized use of such highly sensitive
information is obvious.

While most credit bureaus have been
circumspect in the dissemination of such
information, a small minority have given
out this highly confidential and personal
data as a result of mere random tele
phone calls or letters. A study made last
year by Dr. Allen Weston of Columbia
University showed that such abuses have
occurred without any opporttmity being
given to the individuals involved to cor-


